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Abstract
The electronic structure of Tb silicide nanowires on planar and vicinal Si(001) surfaces was
investigated using scanning tunneling spectroscopy, core-level photoemission spectroscopy, and
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. The nanowires aremetallic and their formation results in
a band bending corresponding almost toflatband conditions on n-type substrates. The chemical core-
level shifts of the Si-2p spectral components of the nanowires are independent of the substrate offcut
indicating the growth of identical nanowire structures. Using vicinal surfaces a single-domain growth
of nanowires is possible, enabling the differentiation of the electronic band structure parallel and
perpendicular to the nanowires. In this way,five quasi one-dimensional bands crossing or reaching
the Fermi level are found.

1. Introduction

One-dimensionalmetals are known to show various unique physical properties and phenomena, e.g.
Tomonaga–Luttinger liquid behavior or the Peierls instability [1–3]. Unfortunately, ideal, i.e. isolated, one-
dimensional structures cannot be realized since they are inherently unstable. However, by embedding them in a
three- or two-dimensional environment so called quasi one-dimensional systemsmay be stable and can be
studied. Such systemswerefirst realized using anisotropic crystals of organic charge transfer salts [4], but in
recent years the research focused on quasi one-dimensional structures growing by self-organization on surfaces,
where the interaction of the systemwith the environment can bemore easily tuned [5–9].

A possiblemodel system are Tb silicide nanowires on Si(001) surfaces. Their growthwas analyzed in detail in
our recent study [10]. They are prepared by depositing Tb on clean surfaces followed by an annealing procedure.
Thereby, single nanowires or bundles of nanowires with grooves between individual nanowires are formed.
Generally, a highermetal coverage aswell as a higher annealing temperature promote the growth of bundled
nanowires at the expense of single nanowires. In addition, an exclusive growth of parallel nanowires is possible
when using vicinal substrates with sufficiently large offcut. Depending on the exact preparation conditions
further structuresmay form in addition to the nanowires, e.g. a well orderedwetting layer forms at lower Tb
coverage.

Tb silicide nanowires belong to the group of silicide nanowires of the trivalent rare earthmetals, which are
assumed to have very similar properties, e.g. they are described by the same structuralmodel based on the
hexagonal rare earth disilicides [11–15]. On the Si(111) surface, these disilicides grow epitaxially as two-
dimensionalmetallic thinfilms and show very high Schottky barrier heights on p-type Si [16–18]. If the latter
also persists for the nanowires on Si(001), these one-dimensional structuresmay be especially interesting for
applications as electrically well decoupled one-dimensional connections in Si-based integrated circuits.
Promisingly, initial studies showed that a passivation of the silicide nanostructures by Si overlayers is
possible [19, 20].

Themetallicity of rare earth silicide nanowires is well established by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)
[21–23], angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [24, 25], and by transportmeasurements [22, 23].
Interestingly, all reported band structures indicate a quasi one-dimensional electronic structure, but they seem
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to differ for various rare earthmetals, e.g. an electron-like band around G crossing the Fermi level (EF)was
observed forDy and Er, but not forGd [24, 25].

This report represents an STS, core-level photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) andARPES study on the
electronic structure as well as the chemical properties of Tb silicide nanowires on Si(001) surfaces. Using STS,
the expectedmetallicity of the nanowires could be confirmed. Least-squares fits of Si-2p spectra reveal
components with practically the same core-level shifts and similar spectral weights for nanowires on planar and
vicinal Si(001) substrates demonstrating that the nanowires are structurally identical. Furthermore, the band
bending for the nanowire samples is characterized by nearly flat-band conditions on n-type Si, similar to the case
of the Tb disilicidefilms on Si(111) [17]. TheARPESmeasurements on parallel nanowires using vicinal
substrates reveal electronic bands crossing or reaching the Fermi level that dispersemainly parallel to the
nanowires. The corresponding Fermi surfaces show slightly oscillating contours of the bands indicating a quasi
one-dimensional electronic structure.

2. Experimental details

Planar and vicinal Si(001) substrates were cut fromp-type and n-type Si wafers with offcut orientations of 0°, 4°,
and 6° towards [110]. Theywere cleaned by flash annealing to about 1150 °Cand, subsequently, slowly cooled
down to get well ordered surfaces showing a ´2 1 reconstruction and a low defect density, as controlled by
scanning tunnelingmicroscopy (STM). For this purpose, the substrates were resistively heated and their
temperaturewas controlled using an infrared pyrometer (accuracy±20 °C). Tbwas deposited at room
temperature using home-built electron beam evaporators and the coveragewas determined by the deposition
time and the deposition rate, whichwas calibrated using a quartz crystalmicrobalance (accuracy±20%).
Coverages are given inmonolayers (ML), where1 ML corresponds to ´ -6.8 10 atoms cm14 2. To enable the
silicide formation, the samples were annealed at 450 °C–600 °C for 2 min. During thewhole preparation
process the pressures in the preparation chambers remained below ´ -2 10 Pa7 . Allmeasurements were
performed in-situ in separate chambers with base pressures below -10 Pa8 .

STMand STS experiments were carried out using a home-builtmicroscope operating at room temperature
and a SPECSNanonis control electronics. Electrochemically etchedW tips were used, whichwere cleaned in-
situ by electron bombardment. STM imageswere processed using theWSXM software [26]. Scanning tunneling
spectrawere taken as point spectra and the differential conductivity (dI/dV )wasmeasured directly using lock-
in techniques.

Another chamber systemwas used for the photoemission experiments at theUE56/2 PGM-1 beamline at
BESSY II. The photoelectronswere analyzed using a SPECSPHOIBOS 100 electron analyzer equippedwith a
two-dimensional CCDdetector.Whilemost data were obtained at room temperature, the photoemission
experiments were partially performedwith liquidN2 cooling for better resolution.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Scanning tunnelingmicroscopy and spectroscopy
Figure 1 gives an overview on the structures discussed during the course of this report. Independent of the used
tunneling conditions, the nanowires generally appear as protrusions with huge aspect ratios and rather flat and
structureless surfaces in STMalready indicatingmetallicity. On planar samples (see figures 1(a)–(c)), a two
domain growth of the Tb silicide nanostructures is observed due to the rotation of the surface structure by 90°
with eachmonoatomic step. In contrast, a nearly single domain growth of the nanowires is found on vicinal
Si(001) samples with sufficiently large offcut angles since the dominant formation of double steps leads to an
identical orientation of the surface termination onmost terraces (see figure 1(d)). Although structural
differences of the nanowires on planar and vicinal substrates due to the presence of the double steps cannot be
excluded by STMalone, the nanowires appear very similar and agree inmost characteristics indicating the
growth of identical nanowires, e.g. they show similar apparent heights andmay formbundles ofmultiple
nanowires [10]. The proposed structuremodel of the nanowires is shown infigure 1(e).

While this workmainly focuses on the Tb silicide nanowires, a Tb inducedwetting layermay stay partially
intact after the nanowire formation. Thus, XPS andARPES data on thewetting layer were also taken to identify
its influence on the data of the nanowire samples. Thewetting layer,marked by the arrow infigure 1(a) and
shown infigure 1(b), forms a ´2 7 reconstruction on planar Si(001) surfaces and is characterized by linear
features with significantly lower apparent heights thanTb silicide nanowires [10].

In order to obtain a large signal from the nanostructures in our photoemission studies, they have to cover a
large part of the surface.When optimizing the preparation parameters, an almost complete coverage of the
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surfacewith thewetting layer aswell as a surface coverage of up to 75% (50%)with Tb silicide nanowires on
planar (vicinal) Si(001) surfaces is possible (see figures 1(b)–(d)) [10].

When positioning themetallic tip above a Tb silicide nanowire andmeasuring a current–voltage (I–V )
spectrum, ametallic behavior is observed as shown infigure 2(a) for a nanowire within a bundle on a planar
Si(001) surface aswell as a single nanowire on a vicinal Si(001) surface. Both spectra show a nonzero slope at zero
sample voltage indicating states at the Fermi level. This is further illustrated by the calculation of the normalized
differential conductivity shown infigure 2(b), which represents ameasure of the local density of states (LDOS)
[28, 29]. In addition to thefinite LDOS at the Fermi level (zero voltage), maxima are observed at about−0.25 eV
and+0.25eV.While suchmaxima are usually observed in single spectra, their exact energetic positions vary

Figure 1. (a) Filled states STM image of a planar Si(001) surface showing single and bundled Tb silicide nanowires as well as wetting
layer patches, e.g. in the area indicated by the yellow arrow (1.0 ML Tb annealed at 550 °C). (b) Filled states STM image of a planar
Si(001) surface completely covered by thewetting layer (0.5 ML Tb annealed at 450 °C). (c) and (d) Filled states STM images of
preparations with high nanowire surface densities on (c) a planar Si(001) surface and (d) a vicinal Si(001) surfacewith 6° offcut
towards [110] (both: 1.5 ML Tb annealed at 600 °C). The tunneling conditions are given in the images. (e) Structuremodel of Tb
silicide nanowires [10, 12, 27].

Figure 2. (a)Averaged I–V spectra and (b) averaged spectra of the normalized differential conductivity ((dI/dV )/(I/V ))measured on
a Tb silicide nanowire of a nanowire bundle on a planar Si(001) surface (black curve) and on a single nanowire on a vicinal Si(001)
surface with 6° offcut towards [ ]110 (red curve). It should be noted that different stabilizing conditions prior to themeasurements
were used (planar: 1 nA at 1.5 V and the tip approached towards the sample by 75 pm; vicinal:–0.1 nA at–1.5 V and the tip
approached towards the sample by 100 pm), resulting in different slopes of the I–V spectra in (a), while the (dI/dV )/(I/V ) spectra in
(b) are similar.
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strongly with the tip location even for the same nanowire, so that the correspondingmaxima of the averaged
spectra appear broader. Similarly, nonuniform scanning tunneling spectra were found for YSi2 nanowires [30].
Nevertheless, ametallic behaviorwas observed for all investigated Tb silicide nanowires independent of their
growth as single or bundled nanowires, on both planar and vicinal Si(001) surfaces. Such a universal behavior
may indicate the growth of identical nanowires in agreementwith the STMresults [10].

3.2. Core-level photoemission spectroscopy
Amore unambiguous technique to control the equality of structures is XPS since identical structures are
characterized by similar core-level shifts and relative intensities of the spectral components. Figure 3 shows
room temperature Si-2p spectra of a planar Si(001) samplewith andwithout nanowires. Thereby, the use of data
obtained at room temperature enables us to estimate the band bendingwithout having to consider photovoltage
and charging effects, whichmay be present at low temperatures due to the reduced conductivity of the overlayers
and of the Si substrates. Nevertheless, low temperaturemeasurements were also performed to quantify the core-
level shifts with higher precision. Formost samples, XPS spectra with different surface sensitivities were
acquired at photon energies of 200 eV, 160 eV, and 130 eV corresponding to kinetic energies of the
photoelectrons of about 100 eV, 60 eV, and 30 eV, respectively, providing information for the correct
assignment of the spectral components.

All Si-2p spectra shown in this work are normalized to equal heights. To analyze the spectra, theywere least-
squares fitted using spin-orbit split Voigt profiles to include both lifetime and instrumental broadening. To
reduce the number of fit parameters, afixed spin-orbit splitting of 0.60 eV and afixed intensity ratio of 2:1were
used. For every spectrum a constant Lorentzianwidth of 0.07 eV–0.10 eV (full width at halfmaximum)was used
for all peaks. TheGaussianwidths of the peakswere between 0.30 eV and 0.40 eV, unless specified otherwise. A
constant aswell as a Shirley-type backgroundwere used, but no asymmetric line shapes had to be considered,
consistent with previous findings [31–34]. For different photon energies, the spectra of the same sample were
fitted until good results were obtainedwith differences of chemical shifts of the identical components below
0.03 eV.

The Si-2p spectrumof planar clean Si(001) is alreadywell studied [31–33]. The bulk silicon component (B),
components originating from the Si dimer surface reconstruction (Su upper dimer atoms and Sd lower dimer
atoms; restricted in the fit to identical intensities), as well as components of strained subsurface Si atoms ( ¢S and
C) are clearly identified. Additionally, there are two components (L andD) usually with rather low intensities,

Figure 3. Si-2p spectra of a clean planar n-type Si(001) substrate (bottom) and of the same substrate with nanowires (top), both
obtained at room temperature (photon energy n =h 200 eV). Strong changes in spectral shape aswell as a shift of the bulk substrate
component due to a change in band bending are observed. For the nanowire preparation, 1.7MLTbwere deposited and annealed at
550 °C.
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whose origins are still under debate (formore details regarding the component assignment see [33]). Fitting the
spectrumof the clean planar substrate shown infigure 3, core-level shifts agreeing verywell with the literature
are observed (see table 1) [32, 33]. Additionally, the dependence of the peak intensities on the photon energy
agrees verywell with the component assignment (see figure 4(b)). For n =h 200 eV, the excited electrons have a
largermean free path than for n =h 160 eV [35]. Thus, the bulk component has a larger relative intensity for
n =h 200 eV while surface components, e.g. the one of the dimers, have a larger relative intensity at
n =h 160 eV. The difference between n =h 160 eV and n =h 130 eV ismore difficult to interpret since the
variation of the inelasticmean free path in the corresponding kinetic energy regime is not as clear [35].
Nevertheless, the increasing relative intensity of the dimer components with decreasing photon energy indicates
increasing surface sensitivity. It should be noted that theGaussianwidth of the L component is usuallymuch
larger than the ones of the other components [32, 33]. Furthermore, theGaussianwidth of theB component of
0.28 eV is significantly smaller than the ones of the other components.

For vicinal samples, the general line shapes of the Si-2p spectra are very similar to the ones of planar samples
(see figure 4(a)). Only a slight intensity reduction at high kinetic energies and a small intensity increase at low
kinetic energies are observed. Indeed, the analysis of the spectra shows core-level shifts in very good agreement
with the ones of the planar sample (see table 1). Thus, although new Si sites at the double steps are introduced,
their concentration is too low and/or their core-level shifts are too close to already accounted ones to observe
new spectral components. Furthermore, the relative intensities of the observed components show similar
dependences on the photon energy (seefigure 4(b)) and the kinetic energies of the bulk photoelectrons are
comparable indicating very similar surface band bending.Merely, the core-level shift of the L component
reduces towards the bulk component with increasing offcut angle and therewith alsomakes the position of theD
componentmore uncertain. Due to the unknown origin of the L component, we refrain from speculating about
the reason for thismovement. Averaging these observed core-level shifts and also including further
measurements, e.g. low temperaturemeasurements, leads to very low standard deviations for all but the L andD
components confirming the analogy of planar and vicinal samples.

The planar sample with silicide nanowires shows a broadening of the Si-2p spectrum and a shift of the
spectral weight towards lower kinetic energies already indicating a shift of the Fermi level position (see figure 3).
Even thoughwe aremainly interested in the spectrumof the nanowires, all samples contain amixture of the
uncovered Si surface, thewetting layer, and nanowire structures, as illustrated schematically infigure 5. To
reduce the influence of the other surface structures, preparation conditions with a high surface coverage by
nanowires were chosen (compare preparation conditions infigures 1(c) and 3). Furthermore, every structure
contains various different Si atompositionswith different bonding configurations. For the nanowires, there are
silicide surface Si atoms, silicide bulk Si atoms, silicide side Si atoms etc (see also the structuremodel in
figure 1(e)). Due to thismanifold of different Si sites, we do not expect to be able to fully assign all spectral
components, butwemay still identifymajor contributions, study the influence of the substrate vicinality, and, in
particular, wemay be able to derive the band bending behavior.

The nanowire Si-2p spectra on the different substrates show clear differences (see figure 6(a)). Nevertheless,
all these spectra consist of sixmain components that have very similar core-level shifts for the different samples
(see table 2). The differences of the spectra then solely result fromdifferent intensities of these components.
Using fewer componentsmay be possible for single spectra, but never allows a satisfactoryfit of all spectra of one
sample taken at different photon energies. In contrast to the spectra of the clean surfaces, where the substrate
bulk component had a smaller Gaussianwidth than the other components, the nanowire spectra do not
generally contain such a narrow component indicating that the substrate bulk component is broadened. In
addition to the sixmain components, a component with rather low kinetic energy was found ( *L ) formost
nanowire spectra. Similar to the L component of the clean surfaces, this component always has a very low or even
vanishing intensity and a largeGaussianwidth andwill not be further discussed due to its unknown origin.

Table 1.Overview on the derived absolute kinetic energies of the Si bulk component ( n =h 200 eV) and the core-level shifts of the other
components for the Si-2pXPS spectra of clean substrates shown infigure 4(a), with the respective peak labeling and literature values for
comparison [33]. In addition, the average core-level shifts of allmeasurements including low temperaturemeasurements (LTM) are given
with their standard deviations. All values are given in eV.

L D ¢S Sd B C Su

Planar −1.28 −0.29 −0.20 −0.13 101.84 0.21 0.51

4° offcut −1.20 −0.29 −0.23 −0.13 101.78 0.20 0.51

6° offcut −1.08 −0.34 −0.20 −0.15 101.83 0.21 0.49

Average (including LTM) −1.20±0.08 −0.33±0.05 −0.22±0.02 −0.14±0.01 0.20±0.02 0.49±0.02
Eriksson andUhrberg [33] −1.34 −0.30 −0.22 −0.13 0.22 0.49
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Now,wediscuss the observed spectral components inmore detail. Thereby, it should be taken into account that
the discussionof theweaker components is difficult since their intensity strongly depends on certain assumptions of
thefit procedure, e.g. background shape, neighboring spectral components, or the symmetry of the line shape.

Figure 4. (a) Si-2p spectra of clean n-type Si(001) substrates with different offcut angles towards [110] obtained at room temperature
( n =h 200 eV). (b)Exemplary intensity dependences of the Si-2p spectral components on the photon energy for clean Si(001) surfaces
with 0° and 4° offcut towards [110]. The error of the relative intensities is lower than the heights of the symbols for all cases (including
the intensity diagrams in the following figures).

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of a Si(001) surface covered partly by Tb silicide structures. Onnanowire samples, all structures form
with various surface coverage ratios. Furthermore, the influence of the structures on the band bending is shown (CBM= conduction
bandminimumandVBM= valence bandmaximum). Thereby, the band bending of the clean substrate and of the wetting layer is
screened in the vicinity of the nanowires by the high density of states of themetallic nanowires. Since such screening lengths on Si(001)
are in the order of 1 nm [36, 37], this leads to large surface areas where the Fermi level position is significantly dominated by the one of
the nanowires due to the dense nanowire growth (seefigures 1(c) and (d)), which is illustrated above between the single nanowires (red
arrow). Additionally, a photoelectron escape depth of 0.5 nm, being the typical inelasticmean free path for electronswith a kinetic
energy of 100 eV in Si [35], ismarked for the various surface structures.
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TheB andR1 components show a clear bulk-like behavior in allmeasurements with decreasing intensity for
increasing surface sensitivity (decreasing photon energy) (see figure 6(b)). Thus, wemay assume that they
originate from the bulk substrate and the deeper regions of the nanowires. Due to the higher electronegativity of
Si compared to the one of Tb [38], an electronic charge transfer fromTb to Si is expected in the nanowires. This

Figure 6. (a)Room temperature Si-2p spectra of the same substrates as infigure 4(a), but now coveredwith nanowires
( n =h 200 eV). For the nanowire preparations, 1.7 ML and 1.5 ML Tbwere deposited on the planar and vicinal samples, respectively,
and annealed at 550 °C.The dashed lines indicate the bulk component positions found for the respective clean substrates. (b)
Exemplary intensity dependences of the Si-2p spectral components on the photon energy for nanowire samples on substrates with 0°
and 4° offcut towards [110]. These nanowire samples were prepared by deposition of 1.5 ML and 1.2 ML Tbon the planar and vicinal
sample, respectively, and annealing at 550 °C.

Table 2.Overview on the derived absolute kinetic energies of the Si bulk component for the Si-2p spectra shown infigure 6(a) and the
derived Si-2p core-level shifts of the spectral components of the nanowire and thewetting layer with respect to the Si bulk component (see
XPS spectra infigures 6(a) and 7)with the respective peak labeling and literature values forDy silicide nanowires for comparison [34]. All
values are given in eV and ‘—’ assigns non-observed components.

*L *R B R1 R2 R3 R4

Planar −0.65 −0.30 101.38 0.29 0.55 0.89 1.52

4° offcut −1.10 −0.29 101.35 0.28 0.53 0.93 1.47

6° offcut −1.20 −0.29 101.36 0.29 0.52 0.9 1.44

Average (with LTM) −1.0±0.3 −0.30±0.02 0.29±0.01 0.54±0.02 0.90±0.03 1.46±0.05
Vandré [34] — −0.28 0.30 0.61 1.10 1.50

Wetting layer (average) −1.1±0.1 −0.30±0.02 0.30±0.02 0.54±0.02 1.17± 0.02 —
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results in a shift to lower binding energies and therewith higher kinetic energies for the nanowire Si-2p levels
with respect to the substrate Si-2p level as already found for RE silicides on Si(111) [16, 39]. Thus, theB
component is assigned to the substrate and theR1 component to the bulk of the nanowires.

In addition to these two bulk-like components, three components are observed at higher kinetic energies
(R2,R3, andR4). Of these components, only the one labeledR4 shows an unambiguous dependence on the
surface sensitivity for allmeasurements on planar and vicinal substrates. A strong intensity decrease towards
larger escape depths is observed, so that wemay assignR4 to the surface dimers of the nanowires (seefigures 1(e)
and 6(b)).R2 andR3 cannot be assigned as easily due to non-monotone intensity variations with surface
sensitivity for some of ourmeasurements (seeR2 infigure 6(b)), but in generalmore bulk-like andmore surface-
like characteristics are found forR2 andR3, respectively. A possible reason for the non-monotone intensity
variations is that the components consist ofmultiple unresolved subcomponents from the surface and from
deeper regions.

The remaining component ( *R ) lies at lower kinetic energies with respect to the substrate bulk component
in contrast to the expectations for Si atoms in the vicinity of rare earth atoms. Since the component cannot be
well assigned to the outermost Si atoms due to its non-monotone response to a changed surface sensitivity (see
figure 6(b)), wemay exclude oxidation or other contamination effects influencingmainly the outermost atoms.
Similar to the ¢S component of the clean substrates, the *R componentmay originate from strained subsurface
Si atoms. Large strain effects due to Tb disilicide nanowire formation on Si(001)were recently observed in
reflection anisotropy spectroscopymeasurements [40]. Nevertheless, thewetting layer or uncovered surface
areas, where theD component has a similar core-level shift with respect to theB component, cannot be excluded
as possible origins of the *R component.

Comparing the intensities (I) of the components unambiguously assigned to the nanowires (R1,R2,R3, and
R4), rather similar ratios are derived for all nanowire samples, e.g. I(R1) : I(R2) : I(R3) is about 5 : 3 : 2 and

( ) ( )I R I R4 3 for n =h 200 eV (see figure 6). No perfect agreement between all samples is expected due to the
variation of the surfacemorphologywith each sample. However, these similar intensity ratios and the small
standard deviations of the core-level shifts clearly indicate the growth of identical nanowires on Si(001)
substrates independent of their vicinality. Correspondingly, the large shape differences observed for the Si-2p
spectra shown infigure 6(a) can bemainly attributed to an increase of the relative intensity of the substrate bulk
componentwith increasing vicinality.

From the substrate bulk components of the nanowire Si-2p spectra, we can estimate the band bending at the
Si substrate surface due to the presence of the nanowires using the shift of the kinetic energies of the substrate
photoelectrons (see figures 3 and 6(a), tables 1 and 2). Assuming a Fermi level position of ( )0.48 0.02 eV
above the valence bandmaximum for clean n-type Si(001) being the average of previously reported Fermi level
positions [34, 41, 42], the resulting shift of ( )0.45 0.01 eV leads to a Fermi level position of about 0.93 eV
above the valence bandmaximum. Similar high Fermi level positions are characteristic for hexagonal rare earth
disilicidemonolayers on Si(111) [16–18]. Thus, the band bending behavior indicates the growth of an analogous
silicide for the nanowires on Si(001) as for thinfilms on Si(111), in accordancewith the assumed structuremodel
(see figure 1(e)).

It should be noted here that this rather extreme Fermi level position deviates strongly from the usual position
at the charge-neutrality level close tomidgap, whichmay be ascribed tometal induced gap states [43–45].
However, in the present case the density of states of the nanowires in the Si band gapmay be small, as also
observed for the silicidemonolayers on Si(111) [16–18], leading to aminor influence ofmetal induced gap states.
Instead, the Fermi level position can rather be ascribed to the lowwork function of the rare earth silicide
according to themodel originally proposed by Schottky [46].

The slight deviation from the Fermi level position reported for Si(111) substratesmay be related to the
different growthmodes. On Si(111), large patches of themonolayer silicide in between extended, well ordered
clean surface areas are observed leading to a splitting of the observed substrate Si-2p level in a shifted and an
unshifted component [17]. In contrast, the nanowire structures on Si(001) are higher (about 0.7 nm [10]) than
the silicidemonolayer on Si(111) (about 0.4 nm [47]) leading to a decreased intensity of the completely shifted
substrate component. Furthermore, the surface areas in between nanowires are disordered andmuchnarrower
than in between themonolayer patches on Si(111) (see figures 1(c) and (d)), resulting in relative large
contributions from surface areas close to the nanowires, where the band bending of the free surface is almost
completely screened by the high density of states of themetallic nanowires (see red arrow infigure 5). In
addition, such screening processes are also expected for the patches of the non-metallic wetting layer, whichmay
be present on the nanowire samples and exhibit a Fermi level position in between that of the clean surface and
that of the nanowires (see below andfigure 5). Thus, the substrate component of the nanowire samples is
expected to shift to higher kinetic energies than the one expected directly under the nanowires, and is also
expected to have a largerGaussianwidth than the one of the clean surfaces, consistent with ourfindings. This
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view is further supported by the lack of a dominant contribution at the kinetic energy of the substrate
component of the clean surfaces (see figure 6(a)).

The observation of these sixmain components of the Si-2p nanowire spectra and their assignment nicely
agrees with earlier XPS results reported forDy induced nanostructures on Si(001) [34]. Interestingly, the
observed core-level shifts are rather similar for Tb andDy, again illustrating the chemical similarity of the
different rare earthmetals (see table 2). Furthermore, a variation of the surface sensitivity led to a similar
assignment of the silicide nanowire components to their surface and deeper regions. Thereby, the *R
componentwas assigned to thewetting layer due to its exclusive observation at lowDy coverages.

To elucidate the possible influence of thewetting layer on the Si-2p nanowire spectra, wewill discuss Si-2p
spectra of thewetting layer in the following (see figure 7). For the complete coverage of the Si(001) surface with
thewetting layer, Tb coverages of slightly less than 0.5 ML are necessary [10, 48]. Thus, wemay assume that the
wetting layer does not involvemultiple layers, so thatwe expect the highest relative intensity of the Si-2p spectra
of thewetting layer for the substrate component. This assignment of the substrate component leads to an
estimation of the Fermi level position of about 0.65 eV above the valence bandmaximumand to Si-2p core-level
shifts of thewetting layer as shown in table 2. Due to their very low relative intensities, we refrain fromdiscussing
the *L andR3 components.

Taking a closer look at the spectral components *R ,R1, andR2 of thewetting layer spectra, core level shifts
very similar to the corresponding components of the nanowire Si-2p spectra are found. In contrast to the clear
intensity differences of the nanowire spectral components (see above), thewetting layer spectral components
have rather similar intensities (see figure 7(b)). This indicates that similar structuralmotivesmay be present in
both structures, but also that the occurrence of such structuralmotives should be different. Regarding the
influence of thewetting layer on the Si-2p nanowire spectra, it cannot be excluded that the *R component of the
nanowire spectra stems from thewetting layer in the vicinity of the nanowires. Nevertheless, the low intensity of
the *R component, themuch higher intensities of theR1 andR2 components with respect to the *R component,
and the emergence of the additionalR3 andR4 components with significant intensities in the case of the
nanowire spectra clearly shows that the possible influence of thewetting layer on the nanowire Si-2p spectra is
small.

Our Si-2pmeasurements demonstrate that the structure of the nanowires is independent of the vicinality of
the substrate. Thus, the followingfindings fromourARPESmeasurements on vicinal samples will be also
applicable to Tb silicide nanowires on planar Si(001) substrates.

3.3. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
Anoverview on the dispersion data of the electronic bands of a clean vicinal Si(001) substrate and of nanowires
grownon the same substrate is shown infigure 8 for a large energy range. TheARPES data of the clean substrate
are dominated by electronic bands of the Si bulk. In addition, a faint, but broad electronic band partially in the
bulk band gap is observed and can be assigned to the Si dimers (red arrows infigures 8(a) and (b)) [49]. This band
disperses slightly perpendicular to the step edges while no dispersion can be observed parallel to the step edges,
which agrees with the orientation of the Si dimer rows on vicinal Si(001) substrates. In the following, k̂ stands
for the in-plane surfacemomentum component perpendicular to the step edges and kP represents the in-plane
surfacemomentum component parallel to the step edges.

Figure 7. (a)Room temperature Si-2p spectrum for awetting layer sample ( n =h 200 eV; planar Si(001)with 0.5MLTb annealed at
500 °C). (b)Exemplary intensity dependences of the Si-2p spectral components of the wetting layer on the photon energy (planar
Si(001)with 0.4MLTb annealed at 450 °C).
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In contrast, this surface band aswell asmost Si bulk bands cannot be identified anymore after the nanowire
growth (see figures 8(c) and (d)). The surface band vanishes sincemost of the Si dimers disappear during the
nanowire formation. The Si bulk bands lose intensity due to the additional structures on top of the surface and
are broadened due to the non-homogeneous band bending, which also resulted in the increasedGaussianwidth
for theB component of the nanowire samples inXPS (see section 3.2), so that almost no distinct bands are
observable in the dispersion plots. Only the bandmarked by the yellow arrow infigure 8(a) can be clearly
observed even for the samplewith nanowires (see yellow arrow infigure 8(c)). The band is shifted downby about
0.4 eV for the nanowire sample, in good agreementwith the change in band bending observed for the Si-2p
substrate core-level.

TheARPES data of the nanowire sample are dominated by non-dispersing bands at about 2.8 eV and 5.8 eV
binding energy (EBin), which presumably originate from theTb-4f electrons and are observed in a similar
manner also for Tb nanostructures on Si(111) [17]. Furthermore, there are electronic bands between the Fermi
level and 1.0 eV binding energy, which therewith lie completely or at least partially in the substrate band gap.
These bands can be unambiguously assigned to the Tb silicide nanowires since no dispersing bands could be
found in this energy region for samples dominated by thewetting layer (not shown here) in agreementwith
findings for theDy-inducedwetting layer [25]. Close to the Fermi level, a very faint intensity is found around G001

and J, although no distinct dispersion can be observedwith the present contrast.

Figure 8. (a) and (b) dispersion plots of the electronic bands of the clean n-type Si(001) substrate with 6° offcut towards [ ]110 and (c)
and (d) of the same substrate with nanowires, (a) and (c)parallel and (b) and (d) perpendicular to the step edges ( n =h 62 eV). The
nanowires were prepared by deposition of 1.1 ML Tb and annealing at 600 °C (preparation 1). The Fermi level positionwas derived
by determining the Fermi edge for the nanowire sample. J and ¢J are -8.2 nm 1 away from the Brillouin zone center (G001). The red
arrowsmark the band of the Si dimers of clean Si surfaces and the yellow ones indicate a Si bulk band that is observed prior and after
the nanowire growth. The vertical stripes in (a) and (c) are artifacts of the spectrometer. The inside ticks on the binding energy scales
indicate the substrate valence bandmaxima.
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The region close to the Fermi level is shown inmore detail infigures 9(a) and (b). For improving the contrast
in these plots, themean energy distribution curve, averaged over allmeasured k̂ and kP, was subtracted from
every single energy distribution curve for specific k̂ and kP values. Thereby, themean energy distribution curve
wasweighted by the average intensity of the single energy distribution curve in order to reduce the vertical stripe
pattern observed infigures 8(a) and (c). Furthermore, varying, nonlinear grayscales were used to highlight faint
structures. It should be noted that the nanowire bands are rather broad and partially have a low visibility due to
the unavoidable inhomogeneity of the samples, which are only partially covered by single and bundled
nanowires of varyingwidths. Nevertheless, the present data allow us to track the nanowire bands in the full k⊥–
kP-space.

Figure 9(a) shows the dispersion data perpendicular to the step edges and therewith to the nanowires
through G001 (  =k 0) and J (  = -k 8.2 nm 1). There are dispersing electronic bands even in the substrate band
gap, e.g. the bandmarkedwith a yellow arrow infigure 9(a), meaning that these bands can be assigned to the
nanowires. This behavior already indicates that the nanowires are not a completely one-dimensional electronic
systemwith purely one-dimensional dispersion, as it is also expected for real world systems. Such a behavior can
be characteristic for single nanowires, but could also arise due to couplingwith neighboring nanowires in
bundles orwith the surrounding. Still, their electronic structuremay be quasi one-dimensional when only
oscillating lines are observed in the energy contours of the nanowire bands, instead of closed curves, such as
circles or ellipses, as will be investigated in detail further below. In addition to dispersing bands in the substrate

Figure 9. (a), (b), and (d)ARPES data of the nanowire sample also shown infigures 8(c) and (d) (preparation 1, n =h 62 eV). Detailed
dispersion data around the Fermi level (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the step edges and (d) the Fermi surface. The yellow arrow
in (a)marks a dispersing band. (c) Schematics of the average dispersion curves parallel to the nanowires of those bands touching or
crossing the Fermi level, with the k⊥-averaged binding energies and kP values as derived from the data. The dashed dispersion segments
were not unambiguously detectable. In black, bands not reaching the Fermi level are indicated. The inside ticks in (a), (b), and (c)
indicate the substrate valence bandmaximum, and the ones in (d)mark the positionswhere the dispersion plots shown in (b)were
taken. The ellipses in (d)highlight areas of interest.
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band gap, strong intensity variations, but without clear dispersion are observed directly at the Fermi level in
figure 9(a).

Parallel to the step edges, dispersing bands reaching the Fermi level are clearly observed (see figure 9(b)).
Intensity variations are also apparent in the dispersion plots for various values of k⊥, e.g. for the feature at  =k 0
startingwith a slowly diminishing intensity (panels I–III), followed by no significant intensity observed anymore
(panel IV), an intensity increase (panels V andVI), and again a decrease (panels VII andVIII). These intensity
variationsmay be due to strongmatrix element effects.

Taking a closer look at figure 9(b),five electronic bandswith intensity at the Fermi level can be distinguished
(labeled 1–5 infigure 9(b) and schematically drawn infigure 9(c)). Band 1 lies exactly at  =k 0 in close vicinity
to the Fermi level (light blue infigure 9(c)), enclosed by the parabolic band 2. A similar band 1was also observed
byYeom et al forGd silicide nanowires and they did not observe a clear crossing of the Fermi level of this band
[24]. Here, the Fermi surface of the nanowire sample shows a high intensity at  =k 0 for high negative values of
k⊥, so that we assume that this band crosses or at least reaches the Fermi level (see light blue ellipse infigure 9(d)).
Itmay also be present in the data ofWanke et al since they reported rather filled appearing parabolas for band 2
even though they did notmention it specifically [25]. However, the characteristics of band 1 as electron-like or
hole-like remains unclear up to now since no dispersion is observed. An electron-like characteristics is possible,
where the bottomof the band lies closely below the Fermi level. On the other hand, a possible hole-like
characteristics would be superposed by band 2.

Band 2 clearly shows an electron-like behavior (dark blue infigure 9(c)). Analyzing its contour at the Fermi
surface, it appears to be quasi one-dimensional since two almost straight lines symmetric to  =k 0 are observed
that do not form a closed curve even though theymay oscillate slightly, e.g. in the areamarked by the dark blue
circle infigure 9(d). Due to the oscillation, the determination of itsmaximumbinding energy, i.e. the binding
energy of the bottomof the band, and its curvature is rather uncertain, but the k⊥-averaged binding energy of the
bottomof band 2 is ( )= E 0.25 0.05 eV2

Bot and its average effectivemass is ( )* = m m0.25 0.052 0, where
m0 is the free electronmass (see table 3). It should be noted that no corresponding band 2 crossing the Fermi
level was reported forGd silicide nanowires [24], even though a similar electronic structure is expected for all
rare earth silicide nanowire systems due to the electronic similarities of the trivalent rare earthmetals. However,
assuming a similar intensity variation of the electronic bands for theGd silicide nanowires as observed here, the
non-observation of this bandmay be simply due tomeasurements at a k̂ where its intensity is too low since no
data of a variation of k̂ were reported around  =k 0 [24].

Band 3with intensity at or close to the Fermi level was never observed before, again possibly due to the
missing systematic variation of k̂ in prior studies (red infigure 9(c)). It reaches the Fermi level forming a rather
sharp kink (see figure 9(b) panel VII). Thus, it has hole-like characteristics, but we do not estimate its effective
mass since the assumption of a parabola for such a linear dispersion is inappropriate. From its appearance on the
Fermi surface (see red ellipse infigure 9(d)), wemay conclude that it is quasi one-dimensional since only a linear
feature is observed. Interestingly, a band crossing the Fermi level at approximately the same kP-position as band
3was expected from a comparison of the silicide nanowire band structure on Si(001)with the band structure of
the two-dimensional silicidefilm on Si(111) [50].

The further two electronic bands 4 and 5 crossing the Fermi level are centered around the edge of the first
Brillouin zone (  = -k 8.2 nm 1) andwere also found in prior ARPES studies forGd,Dy, and Er silicide
nanowires (dark and light green curves infigure 9(c), respectively) [24, 25].While they appear as one broad
feature infigure 9(b) panel I, as also reported in an early study forDy silicide nanowires [51], two distinguished
bands are seen in the further dispersion plots (see figure 9(b) panels II–VII) and at the Fermi surface, e.g. in the
areamarked by a green ellipse infigure 9(d). Their contour at the Fermi surface also reveals the quasi one-
dimensional nature of these electronic bands since only oscillating lines, but no closed curves are observed.
Analyzing the band dispersions in detail, we find ( )= E 0.45 0.05 eV4

Bot , ( )* = m m0.7 0.14 0,
( )= E 0.30 0.05 eV5

Bot , and ( )* = m m0.4 0.15 0. Similar as for band 2, only average values can be given

Table 3.Overview on the k⊥-averaged binding energies of the bottoms of the bands and effectivemasses for the parabolic bands around
 =k 0 and  = -k 8.2 nm 1 (bands 2, 4, and 5) and the values reported in the literature [24, 25]. Preparation 1–3 are the ones of whichARPES
data are shown in figures 9, 10(a), and 11, respectively. The effectivemasses ( *m ) are given in units ofm0 and the k⊥-averaged binding
energies of the bottoms of the bands (EBot) in eV.

E2
Bot *m 2 E4

Bot *m 4 E5
Bot *m 5

Preparation 1 (figure 9) 0.25±0.05 0.25±0.05 0.45±0.05 0.7±0.1 0.30±0.05 0.4±0.1
Preparation 2 (figure 10(a)) 0.31±0.05 0.24±0.05 0.4±0.1 1.0±0.5 0.3±0.1 0.2±0.1
Preparation 3 (figure 11) 0.24±0.05 0.19±0.05 0.43±0.05 0.6±0.1 — —

DySi2 and ErSi2 nanowires [25] 0.38±0.05 0.2±0.1 0.53±0.05 1.1±0.2 0.26±0.05 1.0±0.3
GdSi2 nanowires [24] — — — 0.91±0.05 — 0.63±0.05
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since the contours at the Fermi surface of bands 4 and 5 are slightly oscillatingwith varying k̂ (see green ellipse
infigure 9(d)). Such an oscillation of band 4was also reported forGd silicide nanowires [24].

Amore pronounced oscillation in a contour at the Fermi surface is observed for band 2 centered around

 =k 0 at a different nanowire sample (see figure 10(a)), although the preparation conditions were rather similar
to the ones of the sample discussed above.Here, a clear increase, decrease and again increase of the distance
between the curves of this band is observedwith increasing k̂ before its signal vanishes. Interestingly for this
sample, the electronic band 1 is not observed for any k⊥, while all other previously discussed bands are found.
Moreover, the bands 3–5 appear rather broad, in contrast to the sharpness of band 2, leading to rather high
uncertainties regarding the binding energies of the bottoms of the bands and the effectivemasses for the bands 4
and 5. This broadness could be related to an inhomogeneity of the nanowire widths or the bundle size for this
specific sample. The determined k⊥-averaged parameters for the electronic bands 2, 4, and 5 are listed in table 3.

Another interesting aspect of the dispersion shown in the lower part offigure 10(a) is the observation of
nearly parallel bands at higher binding energies, which are separated by about 1 eV (marked by red arrows).
These electronic bands do not only show a similar dispersion in kP direction for this particular k⊥, but also
disperse similarly in k̂ direction, as it is nicely seen in the ARPES data of another nanowire sample shown in
figure 11.Despite their dispersion parallel and perpendicular to the step edges (seefigures 11(a) and (b)), these
electronic bands have contours at the constant-energy surface characterized by only slightly oscillating lines
symmetric to  =k 0 demonstrating their quasi one-dimensional characteristics (see bottomoffigure 11(c)).
This indicates that not only the bands close to the Fermi level show a quasi one-dimensional behavior, but also
deeper lying nanowire bands.

For the ARPES data shown infigure 11, nanowires were grownon a Si(001) substrate with an offcut of 4°
towards [ ]110 in contrast to the previously discussed nanowire samples (6° offcut towards [ ]110 ). In general, the
same electronic structure is observed, again confirming that identical nanowires growon the various Si(001)
substrates (see figures 9, 10(a), and 11). The parabolic band 2 is found around  =k 0 (seefigure 11(b) panels I–
III, V, andVI), which appears filled for certain values of k̂ indicating the existence of the electronic band 1 (see
figure 11(b) panels V andVI and (c)). The electronic bands 3 and 5 appear faintly in figure 11(b) panel II (red and
light green dashed circles, respectively), but they cannot be recognized at the Fermi surface for this preparation.
In contrast, band 4 is nicely observed in both the dispersion plots and at the Fermi surface. The k⊥-averaged
binding energies of the bottoms of the bands and k⊥-averaged effectivemasses of the bands 2 and 4 are listed in
table 3.

Comparing the determined binding energies of the bottoms of the bands and effectivemasses of the same
electronic bands, there is a nice agreement of all preparations (see table 3). Slight differences, as observed for the
binding energies of the bottomof band 2, are expected since different ensembles of a variety of nanowires (single
and bundled nanowires of varyingwidths, which allmay have a slightly different electronic structure) are probed
resulting in different average electronic structures observed. The probing of nanowire ensemblesmay also

Figure 10. (a) Fermi surface (top) and detailed dispersion around the Fermi level parallel to the nanowires at = -^
-k 2.4 nm 1

(bottom) for another nanowire sample (preparation 2: Si(001) substrate with 6° offcut towards [ ]110 ; 1.2 ML Tb and annealing at
550 °C; n =h 62 eV). The zero of k̂ is set to agree with the data of preparation 1 since no Si bulk bandswere clearly distinguishable
for calibration in the present case. The colored dashed lines are guides to the eyes. The red arrows indicate nearly parallel bands. (b)
Schematics of the possible oscillating contours at the Fermi surface (top) and corresponding dispersion curves (bottom) of thefive
bands crossing or reaching the Fermi level not taking into account their intensity variations. The uncertainties due to the variation of
the dispersionwith k̂ is illustrated by thick curves. In (c), the possible effects of a combination of different purely one-dimensional
bands with strongmatrix element effects is shown. For the illustration of the inhomogeneity of the dispersion curves, the effective
masses of the bands are set constant and only the binding energies of the bottoms of the bands vary.
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explainwhy some bands are absent for certain preparations since the specific nanowire structures contributing
strongly to these bandsmay bemissing.

The significant differences of our determined binding energies of the bottoms of the bands and effective
masses comparedwith the available literature values for nanowires fromother rare earth elements (see table 3)
cannot be explained by the probing of nanowire ensembles alone, even though slight growth differences are
known, e.g. increased bundle formation for certain rare earth elements [14, 24, 25]. Especially, the large
variations of the effectivemasses of the electronic bands centered around  = -k 8.2 nm 1 (bands 4 and 5)
indicate amore direct influence of the used rare earthmetal on the detailed electronic structure. Nevertheless,
some general trends can be observed. The effectivemass of band 2 is smaller than the ones derived for the bands
4 and 5. Furthermore, a higher effectivemass for the band 4 than for band 5was observed in allmeasurements up
to now. Finally, the general electronic structures are very similar for all rare earth silicide nanowires on Si(001).
The electronic bands 1, 4, and 5 observed for Tb disilicide nanowires were also found forGd silicide nanowires,
and the electronic bands 2, 4 and 5were also found forDy and Er silicide nanowires [24, 25]. Thereby, the non-
observation of all bands observed here in the studies of the other rare earth elementsmay be due to themissing
systematic variation of k⊥. Thus, wemay assume that the quasi one-dimensional signatures of nearly linear and
only slightly oscillating energy contours, especially at the Fermi level, are universal for all trivalent rare earth
silicide nanowires on Si(001) consisting of hexagonal rare earth disilicides.

Figure 10(b) summarizes schematically ourfindings regarding the electronic dispersion and the Fermi
surface of Tb silicide nanowires. The schematic Fermi surface depicts the oscillations of the contours at the
Fermi surface of the bands 2, 4, and 5 as observed in particular for preparation 2 (see figure 10(a)). Thereby, the
contours at the Fermi surface of band 2 has itsmaximum kP at =k̂ 0 in agreement with the observation for
preparation 1 (see figure 9(d)).

While the oscillations of the contours at the Fermi surface are not clearly resolved for all bands, the contour
at the Fermi surface of band 2 clearly appears as an oscillating line for preparation 2 indicating a couplingwithin
a nanowire, between neighboring nanowires in a bundle, or of nanowires with their surrounding (see
figure 10(a)). Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that the oscillating appearance stems from themeasurement of
inhomogeneous nanowire ensembles. The nanowiresmay have purely one-dimensional, but slightly different
electronic structures depending on their width aswell as on their formation as single or bundled nanowires,

Figure 11.ARPES data of the nanowire sample on n-type Si(001)with 4° offcut towards [ ]110 , for which the Si-2p spectrumwas
shown infigure 6(a) (preparation 3: 1.5MLTb and annealing at 550 °C; n =h 62 eV). The zero of k̂ is arbitrary since neither
substrate bands nor clear oscillations of the contours at the Fermi surface were observed. (a) and (b) detailed dispersion data near the
Fermi level (a) perpendicular and (b) parallel to the step edges. The inside ticks on the binding energy scales indicate the substrate
valence bandmaximum. (c)Energy surface at the Fermi level (top) and at =E 0.7 eVBin (bottom). The red arrows in (a) and (c)mark
the same electronic band, and the inside ticks in (c)mark the positionswhere the dispersion plots in (a) and (b)were taken.
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resulting in different straight lines as contours at the Fermi surface. Now an oscillating appearancemay result
frommatrix element effects leading to dominant intensities of different nanowires at certain values of k⊥. Such a
scenario is exemplarily shown infigure 10(c). Strongmatrix element effects are already evident due to the strong
intensity variations of the bandswith k⊥. However, both scenarios and also a combination of them are possible
based on the present data.

Finally it should be noted that the present experimental results alone do not allow to assign the five observed
bands to specific atoms or building blocks of the nanowires. On the other hand, theoretical studies could shed
light on this issue and could also explain the varying visibility of certain bands in the ARPES experiments.
Moreover, the consequences of spin-orbit effects on the bands, which are frequent in rare earth systems, could
be clarified. Therefore detailed theoretical studies on these fascinating nanowire systems are highly desirable.

4. Summary and conclusion

We studied the electronic structure of Tb silicide nanowires by STS, XPS, andARPES. Thereby, ametallic
behaviorwas observed for all nanowires using STS. Si-2p spectra showed the samemain components for
nanowires on planar and vicinal substrates with various offcut angles indicating the growth of identical
nanowires independent of the substrate vicinality. Furthermore, a Fermi level position near the conduction
bandminimum (about 0.93 eV above the valence bandmaximum)was found supporting the present structure
model based on hexagonal Tb disilicide.Moreover, such an extreme Fermi level position resulting in a high
Schottky barrier height on p-type Si is a prerequisite for applications as electrically isolated nanowires in Si-based
nanoelectronics.

Five electronic bands crossing or reaching the Fermi surface were observed in ourARPES experiments. Their
contours at the Fermi surface showed quasi one-dimensional characteristics consisting of straight or only
slightly oscillating lines in the direction perpendicular to the nanowires. This verifies the assumption that Tb
silicide nanowires on Si(001) are quasi one-dimensionalmetals. In addition to the oscillation of the contours at
the Fermi surface also strong variations of the band intensities were found indicating strongmatrix element
effects. Due to these uncertainties, an exact determination of the bands dispersionwas not possible, but some
general parameters could be determined, e.g. the average binding energies at the bottoms of the bands and the
average effectivemasses. The values obtained in this way reproduce trends also observed for other rare earth
silicide nanowire systems on Si(001) [24, 25]. Also, the general electronic structure found for other rare earth
silicide nanowires is nicely reproduced and the observed differences are assigned to the intensity variations of the
bands due to strongmatrix element effects leading to their non-observation at certain k̂ values. Thus, the
observation of a quasi one-dimensionalmetallicity should not be an exclusive feature for the Tb silicide
nanowires investigated here, but rather should represent a general feature of rare earth silicide nanowires on
Si(001).
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